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3750 rpm backed by a conventional six-speed automatic transmission. The automatic is geared for
maximum fuel economy, but does
allow acceleration of 0 to 60 miles
per hour in 6.8 seconds. The fuel
economy is 20 mpg in the city and
28mpg highway. It requires premium fuel so the four-cylinder is
more popular. The days of the V-6
Outlander may be numbered.
Standard equipment and safety
technology geared toward the
crossover customer are loaded into
the GT. Automatic climate control
is standard on all trim levels, as is
a split-folding third row, the latter
made more usable by virtue of
sliding second-row seats. Depending on the options selected, buyers
can also get lane-departure warning, radar-based adaptive cruise
control and a forward-collision
mitigation system capable of
warning the driver, pre-charging
the brakes and even automatically
braking the vehicle if a collision is
imminent. At 15 mph or less the
SUV will stop itself.
The plug-in hybrid Outlander is coming
If you are asked by a customer,
“What should I buy?” a green SUV
may be for them. You know I
would recommend that! In M/Y
2015 Mitsubishi will release the
plug-in hybrid Outlander with
twin-motor 4WD. Mitsubishi
claims a 30-mile EV range and a
charging time of as little as 4.5
hours. I had a chance to get to
know this Outlander at the last
SAE Congress in Detroit. It will also
power your house if you lose electricity. It is available in Japan now.
Summary
When comparing the two years,
what stands out is the four-cylinder is now a popular version and
the three seats help those who
have lots of kids and need AWD.
Suzuki threw in the towel and we
all know that success is sometimes
hanging on by your fingernails
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2007 Outlander XLS 3.0 V-6
2014 Outlander GT 3.0

2007

2014

Notes

Battery Location, Removal

5

5

2014 - On top.

Fuel Filter Removal

2

2

2007 - In the fuel tank.
2014 - Lifetime in tank.

DLC Location, OBD-II

4

5

2007 - Under dash.
2014 - Left side uncovered pointing down.

Fuses/Relays

4

4

2007 - Under hood and dash.
2014 - Three boxes. Two under hood. One
under dash.

PCM Location

4

4

2007 - Under hood – left side.
2014 - Next to 12-volt battery.

Spark Plugs

3

3

2007 - Under plenum.
2014 - Iridium, remove plenum.

Air Filter

4

4

2007 - Typical.
2014 - Just clips and a simple filter.

PCV Valve

3

3

2007 - Located under intake manifold.
2014 - Still in use.

Oil Filer, Bolt, Refill

4

4

2007 - Spin on filter.
2014 - Spin on. Note: Use 0/20 only.

Coils/Ignition Wires

N/A

N/A

2007 - Uses Coil-on-Plug.
2014 - Coil-on-Plug

A/T Transmission Service

4

4

2007 - Hot flush and fill.
2014- CVT. Use Genuine Mitsubishi CVT
fluid.

Overall Accessibility
Under Hood

3

3

2007 - Like the 2014, a V-6 is never easy
compared to the four-cylinder version.
2014 - V-6 issues that make it much harder
to service than an inline four-cylinder.

Editor’s note: Ratings are from 1 to 5, with 5 = Best and 1 = Worst.

when others let go. Mitsubishi also
designed an all-electric car in
Japan for mass production before
any other OEM did, even Nissan. It
is for sale here and it’s called the
i-MiEV. It is a peculiar looking,
four-seater that offers rear drive
and fast charge times. This company really is at odds with itself,
not knowing what to offer. Will
they succeed in the American
market? That is a tough call, but
their cars and SUVs need service
so take them in and do what you
can. The owners will appreciate it
as some dealerships have closed.
It may not be the best vehicle
around, but at least they are still
around.
ai

Craig Van Batenburg,
AAM, is a master hybrid
technician. He was the
owner and lead technician for more than 25
years at his own shop
that specialized in Honda
and Toyota vehicles. Van Batenburg was
the president of ASA-Massachusetts
from 1993 to 1996. He is owner of the
Automotive Career Development Center
(ACDC), which he founded in 1998. He
develops technical classes for those who
require updating their knowledge in
hybrid and electric cars. Some of his
customers include the U.S. Army, U.S.
Marines, Delphi, Midtronics, John Deere,
Porsche of America and BG Products.
You can reach Van Batenburg at
craig@auto-careers.org.

